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Network model for the DSM-IV (NESARC-data)

Boschloo, L., van Borkulo, C. D., Rhemtulla, M., Keyes, K. M., Borsboom, D., & 
Schoevers, R. A. (2015) The Network Structure of Symptoms of the Diagnostic and 

Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders. PLoS ONE, 10 (9): e0137621.
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Overview
• The standard paradigm

• The network alternative

• Terminology

• Psychopathology networks

• QoL networks

• Discussion
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THE STANDARD PARADIGM
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The standard research 
paradigm
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A common cause?
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Natural kinds
• Robert Koch, 1905: discovery that specific diseases 

have specific causative agents (tuberculosis & syphilis)

• Diseases understood as natural kinds: 

• Unchanging and ahistoric entities with sharp 
boundaries that have a specific set of properties (e.g., 
symptoms) both necessary and sufficient for 
classification

• Measles: infection of the respiratory system caused by a 
specific virus, accompanied by specific symptoms like 
red eyes, fever, generalized rash, and Koplik's spots
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Mental disorders as natural kinds

• The assumption of mental disorders as natural kinds has
been present throughout the history of psychiatry

• Gerald Klerman, chief of the US national mental health 
agency, 1978: 

"there is a boundary between the normal and the sick"

"there are discrete mental disorders"

• Aim of developing specific treatments for particular 
disorders, and of finding specific underlying biological 
abnormalities 
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Mental disorders as natural kinds
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Science, 2015:



Common cause framework
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• Related to notion of natural kinds

• Disorders itself are latent—we cannot observe measles 

directly



Common cause framework

• Related to notion of natural kinds

• Disorders itself are latent—we cannot observe measles

directly

• We can only observe the symptoms of measles, and use 

symptoms to indicate the presence of measles
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Common cause framework
• Related to notion of natural kinds

• Disorders itself are latent—we cannot observe measles
directly

• We can only observe the symptoms of measles, and use 

symptoms to indicate the presence of measles

• This works because measles causes measles symptoms
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Common cause framework
• The CC framework is responsible for symptom checklists in 

the rest of medicine and psychiatry

• We use symptom lists to determine the presence of an 
underlying disease

• The CC framework explains why symptoms cluster: they have 
the same causal origin 

• Fever, generalized rash, Koplik's spots  measles!
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Common cause framework
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• What does this mean for symptoms?

• Symptoms are equivalent & interchangeable indicators of 
underlying disease ("assumption of symptom equivalence")

• Symptom number, not symptom nature is relevant

• Symptoms are "locally independent"; since they are derived 
from the same common cause, their correlations are 
spurious
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Complexity of 

psychopathology
Classification systems
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Clinical practice

≠

Complexity of 

psychopathology
Classification systems
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Heterogeneity within diagnoses
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Comorbidity between 

diagnoses
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How to account for this 

complexity?

Thanks to Lynn Boschloo
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THE NETWORK ALTERNATIVE
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Why do symptoms cluster in 

syndromes?
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3 rules:

• alignment

• separation

• cohesion
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An alternative perspective

Disease

analogy
Flocking 

analogy

Latent variable model Network model

Psychopathology

symptom data
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Direct relations
major 

depression

I don’t sleep and I’m tired
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Direct relations

panic 
disorder

I had a panic attack and I’m afraid I’ll 
have another one
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The Network HypothesisCausal systems
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Causal systems
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Causal systems
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Causal systems
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Causal systems
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Causal systems
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Causal systems
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Causal systems
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Causal systems
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Causal systems
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Network perspective
• Traditional: symptoms cluster because of a shared origin

• Network: symptoms cluster because they influence each 
other
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TERMINOLOGY
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Networks

• A network is a set of nodes connected by a set of edges 

• Nodes are also called vertices

• Edges are also called links

• Networks are also called graphs

• A node can represent an entity or variable

• People

• Cities

• Symptoms

• Psychological construct
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Networks
An edge represents some connection between two 
nodes

• Friendship / contact

• Distance

• Comorbidity

• Causality

• Interaction
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Networks
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Edges can be weighted or unweighted



Signs of edges

Edges can have a sign (positive / negative)
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Networks
Networks can be directed or undirected
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Psychopathology networks
Psychological networks differ from networks of many other disciplines 
in one very fundamental aspect

• Edges are not observed and need to be estimated
→ Network Psychometrics
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PSYCHOPATHOLOGY
NETWORKS
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Association networks

• Identification of node set: often, items in a 
questionnaire

• Construction rule: connect items when they are 
associated in a statistical model

• “Associated” may mean: correlation, partial 
correlation, conditional independencies
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qgraph package:

Penalizes the number 
of edges (lasso 
regularization) to 
obtain sparse 
network (push down 
false positives)
Uses EBIC to select 
best fitting network.

Explorative method, 
but more than just a 
pretty picture!
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Binary equivalent:

Physics meets psychopathology

Ising model:
• To explain ferromagnetism
• Small dipoles (spins) can ‘spin up’ 

(+1) or ‘spin down’ (-1)
• Variables can interact, but only 

with direct neighbors

Parameters:
1. Pairwise direct interactions (� =

interaction between � and  � )
2. All variables have a threshold (� =

autonomous disposition of node � )
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Simulation study

• Create a network

• This is the “true” network

• Generate data according to Ising 
model

• Use simulated data to estimate 
network (with R package 
IsingFit)

• Does estimated network look like 
“true” network?

Van Borkulo, C. D., Borsboom, D., Epskamp, S., Blanken, T. F., 

Boschloo, L., Schoevers, R. A., Waldorp, L. J. Scientific Reports (2014).
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So, networks!

Apply: what is the network structure of depression?

We need data
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27 items of the Inventory of 

Depressive Symptomatology, 

which was administered in the 

Netherlands Study of Depression 

and Anxiety (NESDA)

Data set (N =1108)

- healthy controls 

- patients with a current or history 

of depressive disorder. 
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Centrality measures

• http://vax.herokuapp.com/game

• Node strength: weighted sum of 

connections

• Betweenness: how often node 

appears on (shortest) path 

between nodes in network
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Simulations

• Imagine that connected nodes can ‘infect’ each 
other, so that symptoms can spread through the 

network

• Two ways to manipulate network:

• putting network under stress

• changing network vulnerability (predisposition): 
increasing/decreasing connection strength
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LOW

Connectivity

http://ccl.northwestern.edu/netlogo/models/community/Symptom_Spread_Model
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http://ccl.northwestern.edu/netlogo/models/community/Symptom_Spread_Model


MEDIUM

Connectivity

http://ccl.northwestern.edu/netlogo/models/community/Symptom_Spread_Model
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HIGH

Connectivity

http://ccl.northwestern.edu/netlogo/models/community/Symptom_Spread_Model
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Hysteresis

• Bimodal behavior

• Sudden changes 

between modes

• Transitions at different 

values of control factors 

(depends on where you 
come from)External activation

Sumscore
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Simulations show…

• … that dynamics of networks are 
associated with phase transitions

• … that connection strength is a 
plausible mechanistic realization of 

vulnerability (‘diathesis’)

• … that the presence of hysteresis 
potentially explains resistance to 

treatment in severe cases

• … that findings are robust to 
variations on parameter settings
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Individual Network

18 symptoms repeatedly measured
(9 depressed 9 manic)
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Manic Depressed
positive correlation

negative correlation

A healthy control...
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...and a bipolar patient

positive correlation

negative correlation
Manic Depressed
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Bipolars

positive correlation

negative correlation

Controls

Manic Depressed
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QUALITY OF LIFE NETWORKS
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QoL
• Study by Jolanda Kossakowski, PhD student at the UvA

• Data originally gathered  for the international Quality of 
Life Assessment Project

• 2 subsamples: Dutch cancer patients  and Dutch nation 

wide sample of adults not diagnosed with cancer

• SF-36, 8 domains: Physical Functioning (PF), Role 

limitations-Physical (RP), Bodily Pain (BP), General 
Health (GH), Vitality (VT), Social Functioning (SF), Role 

limitations-Emotional (RE) and Mental Health (MH)
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QoL
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MCS

GH

• 2 higher order components: physical component 

summary (PCS) and mental component summary (MCS)

PCS

PF BPRP GH GH GHGH



QoL
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QoL
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QoL

Formative model, reflective model, or network model?
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QoL
Formative model, reflective model, or network model?

Reflective model: explains correlations, but HRQoL

cause of ‘feeling downhearted and blue’ ? Local 
independence plausible? (‘being nervous person’ & 

‘feeling calm and peaceful’)
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QoL
Formative model: Allows people with similar levels HRQoL to 

have different item responses (John is nervous person and Jane 
feels downhearted and blue)

FM appropriate for single score used as index of general 
functioning.

FM does not account for relations between items
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QoL
So FM useful for general index but ignores structure present in 

item connections. RM does model those connections, but does 
so on unrealistic assumptions. 

If instead of a summarizing index one wants to know how 
treatment interacts with specific domains of QoL, can a network 
provide such insights?
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QoL
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National sampleCancer patient sample

02: how would you rate your health in general



QoL
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National sampleCancer patient sample

02: how would you rate your health in general

Physical Functioning (PF)

Role limitations-Physical (RP)

Bodily Pain (BP),

General Health (GH)

Vitality (VT),

Social Functioning (SF)

Role limitations-Emotional (RE)

and Mental Health (MH)



QoL
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Combined sampleCombined sample

02: how would you rate your health in general

Physical Functioning (PF)

Role limitations-Physical (RP)

Bodily Pain (BP),

General Health (GH)

Vitality (VT),

Social Functioning (SF)

Role limitations-Emotional (RE)

and Mental Health (MH)



QoL
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Closeness centrality: calculated as the sum of the 
length of the shortest paths between the node and 

all other nodes in the network.

Stronger edge: easier to travel from one node to the 

other.

Nodes with high centrality have high ability to predict 
other nodes and as such have important function in 

HRQoL



QoL
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Physical Functioning (PF)

Role limitations-Physical (RP)

Bodily Pain (BP),

General Health (GH)

Vitality (VT),

Social Functioning (SF)

Role limitations-Emotional (RE)

and Mental Health (MH)



QoL
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National sampleCancer patient sample

02: how would you rate your health in general

Physical Functioning (PF)

Role limitations-Physical (RP)

Bodily Pain (BP),

General Health (GH)

Vitality (VT),

Social Functioning (SF)

Role limitations-Emotional (RE)

and Mental Health (MH)



With thanks to

• Claudia van Borkulo

• Denny Borsboom

• Eiko Fried

For providing me slides!
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“Ok, networks of symptoms seem plausible but 

network analysis is not really appropriate for QoL”
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“Nice, QoL research with networks, but in clinical 

practice it is not very helpful.”
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“A network of a group looks quite interesting, but how 

does this help an individual?”
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“…….”
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QoL
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National sampleCancer patient sample

02: how would you rate your health in general



QoL

Reference to Network of QoL study:

Kossakowski, J. J., Epskamp, S., Kieffer, J. M., van Borkulo, C. D., Rhemtulla, M., & Borsboom, 
D. (2016). The application of a network approach to Health-Related Quality of Life (HRQoL): 
introducing a new method for assessing HRQoL in healthy adults and cancer patients. Quality of 
Life Research, 25(4), 781-792.
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